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1. Introduction
This paper gives a practical report in teaching Introduction to English Linguistics. It will be shown 
that linguists make an attempt to describe and account for the systematicity, structure and function 
of English language. This course is taught in English and the lecturer presents a brief explanation in 
Japanese in order for the students to understand clearly.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews what is taught in Introduction to 
English Linguistics, focusing on phonetics, morphology, syntax and semantics. Section 3, then, discusses 
English linguistics in terms of contrastive linguistics. Section 4 discusses the student evaluations. 
Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. What is taught in Introduction to English Linguistics?
2.1 Sounds
Phonetics is the study of speech sounds. They are minimal units that make up words. There are 
mainly three fields of studies in phonetics: articulatory phonetics, acoustic phonetics and auditory 
phonetics. The first one concerns how speech sounds are produced. The second one concerns the physical 
properties of the speech sound waves. The third one involves how speech sounds are heard. In this 
course, the class learns articulatory phonetics, particularly focusing on human speech production 
mechanisms and phonetic representations. One of the most important points in English phonetics is that 
the English orthography often ignores the speech sounds of English. See the following examples:
(1) Speech sound
 Letters of the current
 English Alphabet     	 	 													(Akmajian et al (1995: 65))
"English orthography is inadequate as a representation of the current speech sounds of American 
English. This lack of consistency in representing sounds is due in part to the fact that the English writing 
system became fixed several hundred years ago, although the pronunciation of the words has continuously 
changed since that period." (Akmajian et al (1995: 66))
With regard to the representation of consonants, it is necessary to describe where in the vocal 
tract the speech sounds are made. This is called the place of articulation. In addition, the manner of 
articulation has to be considered; that is, how in the vocal tract the speech sounds are made. The last 
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point concerned with consonants is voiced or voiceless. See the chart in Appendix A, which is called 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA, henceforth). With the IPA chart, all the speech sounds of natural 
language can be described. For instance, [p] of pat is described as a voiceless bilabial plosive. On the 
other hand, [b] of bat is described as a voiced bilabial plosive.
Vowels are the most audible among speech sounds. It should be noticed that unlike consonants, they 
do not have the place of articulation and the manner of articulation. In addition, they are almost always 
voiced. There are four criterion of vowels:
(2) a. raising or lowering the body of the tongue
 b. moving forward or backward the body of the tongue
 c. rounding or not rounding the lips
 d. making those three movements with a tense or a lax movement
(Mihalicek and Wilson (2011: 53))
The basic notions of vowels are taught in this course along with the IPA chart.
2.2 Words
2.2.1 Word formation
Morphology is the study of how words are formed out of certain pieces. More specifically, the 
linguistic field studies the internal structures of words. It is significant to point out that every word 
has its own internal structure. When we study the internal structures of words, we divide words into 
meaningful pieces. The phrase "meaningful pieces" plays an important role in morphology. Notice that in 
phonetics, we also divide words into pieces. However, they are not meaningful pieces, but just sounds. In 
morphology, on the other hand, divided pieces must have meanings (and grammatical functions).1
In general, words belong to lexical categories, which, in other words, are part of speech. Among 
lexical categories are nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, pronouns, determiners, and 
conjunctions. The first four are main categories, while the others are minor categories. So we can name 
every word of a sentence as a lexical category. See (3) below:
(3) I study linguistics on Tuesday, and I am very happy.
In (3), I is a pronoun; study a verb; linguistics a noun; on a preposition; Tuesday a noun; and a conjunction; 
am a verb; very an adverb; and happy an adjective.
Bearing this in mind, let us consider how words are derived. In English, it is common that certain 
elements added, words change their own categories. See the following examples:
(4) a. happy - happily
 b. soft - softness
In (4a), while happy is an adjective, happily is an adverb. In (4b), while soft is an adjective, softness is 
a noun. This is called derivation. Thus, derivation changes the categories of words. In order to see the 
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internal structures of words, let us take the pair soft-softness as an example. It is impossible to break 
soft into meaningful pieces. How about softness? The word softness can be broken into soft and ness, both 
of which are meaningful pieces. Indeed, soft is a word. However, ness is not. It can be said that ness is not 
considered as a word, but a meaningful piece. Its function alters the category of soft. Therefore, soft and 
softness are different words.2
With derivation in mind, let us move on to inflection. Are dog and dogs different words in terms of 
what we have seen so far? Dog is singular, and dogs is plural. It seems that they are different words. 
However, as for meaning, they refer to the same kind of entity. So those two words seem to be the same. 
Morphology defines dog and dogs as the same words. What is the difference, then? Notice that the 
only difference between dog and dogs is whether a given word is singular or plural. In other words, an 
element -s plays an important role in the difference. How about play and played? A morpheme -ed is 
a key to the difference. How about play and playing? A morpheme -ing is also a key to the difference. 
Elements like -s, -ed, and -ing are not lexical but grammatical (or functional) morphemes. Those differ 
from cat, dog, car, carrot etc. A brief description of inflectional affixes in English is provided in Appendix 
B. This kind of word formation is called inflection, which is totally different form derivation. The former 
refers to the same words, while the latter refers to different words. The important point to note is that 
derivation changes the categories of words, but inflection does not.
2.2.2 On the internal structures of words
In the process of word formation, words are broken into meaningful and functional pieces. Those 
pieces are called morphemes. In English, there are two main functional morphemes: prefixes and 
suffixes. In the former case, a morpheme is added to the beginning of a base word. In the latter case, on 
the other hand, a morpheme is added at the end of a base word. See the following examples:
(5) a. unreal, reread, incompetent, decompose
 b. played, plays, softness, happily
Notice, however, that there are not words like *unbook, *desoft, *carly . What this means is that affixes 
are really selective with respect to the categories that they are added to.
The second important point to note is that words are layered in the sense that affixes are attached 
according to their properties. In addition, layered structures are hierarchical. With this in mind, consider 
the word formations of rewritable, as illustrated in (6)
(6) a. 	 	 	 	 	 b.
Theoretically, rewritable can be formed in two different ways. One is that re and write are put together 
first, and then rewrite and able are formed. The other is that write and able are put together first, and 
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writable and re are formed. Which is correct? Notice that re should be attached to a verb. This leads us to 
conclude that the former formation is correct, because writable is an adjective, and re cannot be attached 
to it. That is why (6a) is correct.
2.3 Meanings and grammar
Meanings are properties of words and phrases. In other words, words and phrases have a set of 
properties. This set of properties can be meanings. Consider (7) below:
(7) * Bill is married and he is a bachelor.
Notice that example (7) is correct in terms of the English grammar, but (7) doesn't make any sense. Why 
isn't (7) correct? Let us now consider the properties of bachelor. Bachelor means "a man who is not and 
never has been married." It is, therefore, a contradiction to say Bill is married and he is a bachelor at 
the same time. What is important is that bachelor entails he is not and never has been married. Example 
(7), then, leads us to conclude that grammar (syntax) and meanings (semantics) cannot be separated. 
It has been well-known that syntax is autonomous of other fields of linguistics. The class in this course, 
however, realizes that syntax and semantics are not separable.
Many words have different meanings. They are ambiguous. See the following sentence:
(8) Bill is married and he has a bachelor.
(8) is not only grammatical but also makes sense. In this usage, bachelor means "a person who holds an 
undergraduate degree." So bachelor has two different meanings. Meanings also show relations within 
words. This course focuses on polysemy, synonymy and antonym. As shown in (7) and (8), the word 
bachelor has multiple meanings. This is called polysemy. Next, let us consider shut and close. They are 
synonymous in the sense that these two words mean "to move something so as to cover an opening." 
Notice, however, that the usages of those words are different in style. Lastly, consider tall and short. The 
meanings of these adjectives are completely opposite. This is called an antonym.
After going through some of the essence of syntax and semantics, the class is asked about what 
pictures like the following is funny about:
Figure 13
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What figure 1 illustrates is not only how the English construction in It's impossible to put down is 
formed, but there are also two meanings. The class is led to conclude that meanings and grammar are 
interrelated.
In this course, the class learns the outline of English linguistics, focusing on phonetics, morphology, 
syntax and semantics. It is significant to point out that those fields of linguistics are not separated but 
related to each other.
3. Viewpoints from contrastive linguistics
This course is aimed at Japanese college students. Furthermore, the lecturer uses English in 
the classroom. In order for the class to understand English linguistics, however, it is very effective to 
compare English with Japanese. As for phonetics, the separation of speech sounds from spelling in 
English is interesting in that the Japanese language does not have these characteristics. The Japanese 
orthography almost always follows the speech sounds. This course also introduces the speech sounds of 
the Japanese language and the class is asked to describe their own names in terms of the IPA.
With regard to morphology, it is interesting to show how words in the Japanese language are 
produced, compared with the ones in English. Both languages have many points in common. For 
instance, the rightmost elements of complex words in English and Japanese define the categories of 
words, as shown below:
(9) a. (English)          b. (Japanese) 
"earthquake"        (Mihara and Takami (2013: 50-51))
The rightmost elements, kind and jishin "earthquake", define the categories of the words.
What is more important to point out is that our perception affects meanings. We sense things and 
events every day. Consider the following example:
(10) Have you been up since starting to study English linguistics?
According to the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (5th ed.), up means (a) cheerful, happy or excited 
and also (b) directed or moving upwards. Example (10) is related to our sense in a way. The first meaning 
of up came from our physical perception of up. This is a metaphorical expression. Example (10) shows 
that languages are full of metaphors. See the examples below:
(11) a. Sono osara saratte. (Japanese)
  the   plate finish
  "Finish up the plate"
 b. Why don't you finish up the plate? (English)
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Notice that in (11a, b), what will be eaten is not the plate but the food on the plate. However, the plate and 
osara, “the plate", are employed in both English and Japanese. They are called a metonymy, one type of 
metaphor.
The last point to note is that word meanings turn out to be different, depending on language. 
Besides that, sociocultural points should be taken into consideration. Take the word white as an example. 
What is an opposite word for white in English? It is black. Then, what is an opposite word of white in 
Japanese? It is not only white but also red. We can see from these examples that meanings should be also 
considered in terms of sociocultural viewpoints. As illustrated in this section, viewpoints from contrastive 
linguistics will help the class understand English linguistics even more.
4. Student evaluations
In this course, the lecturer teaches mainly in English, and provides only a brief explanation in 
Japanese. Additionally, in order to help the class understand English linguistics, the lecturer employs 
a method of contrastive linguistics. With this in mind, let us proceed to the student evaluations of 
Introduction to English Linguistics conducted in 2015 and 2016. Some of the class comments follow:
(12) a. Too difficult.
 b. It was so difficult for me to understand English linguistics in English.
 c. There are too many special terms, so it was difficult for me to understand.
 d. It was difficult for me to understand even in Japanese.
 e. Handouts are written in English and the lecturer speaks in English. So it was so difficult.
 f. The lecturer used so many English special terms, so I had a great difficulty understanding.
(13) a. I was exposed to English more than ever before.
 b. I haven't taken any specialized course taught in English, so it was very interesting.
 c. It is good to get used to English, although it is sometimes difficult to understand.
 d. Since both English and Japanese were used in this course, that helped me understand and 
 improve my English ability.
 e. Although it was difficult for me to understand, I will study more than ever to improve my 
 speaking and listening abilities in English.
 f. It was for me too difficult to understand English linguistics in English, but the contents were 
 so interesting.
 g. The lecturer used both English and Japanese in a classroom, so that helped me understand.
 h. Since the lecturer kept talking in English, I had to pay a great deal of attention to what he 
 said.
As shown in (12), the class commented that this course was difficult to understand. This is because 
English linguistics has so many special terms, which the class has never seen or heard before. Even 
in Japanese, they are difficult to understand. Besides, linguistics is said to be the scientific study of 
language. It might be a little hard for students of the Department of Language and Culture to adjust 
themselves into a scientific way of thinking. On the other hand, there are many constructive comments 
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as shown in (13). The Department of Language and Culture has English communication courses taught 
in English. However, there are few specialized courses taught in English. That is why this course might 
be new to the class, and that contributes to constructive comments such as those in (13).
5. Conclusion
We have seen what is taught in Introduction to English Linguistics. This course is aimed at Japanese 
college students, covering some essential points of phonetics, morphology, syntax and semantics. To 
help the class understand English linguistics, a method of contrastive linguistics is employed. The 
lecturer compares English with Japanese. It should be noted that constructive comments are shown in 
the student evaluations because of the teaching method. Last of all, this course is taken as one of the 
core active learning courses, which are related to Hijiyama Excellence.4 Aside from enhancing students' 
ability of English, it is now more important than ever to improve the skills of Hijiyama Excellence 
through this course.
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Inflectional affixes of English
Function Affix(es) Attaches to Examples
3rd 
per. sing. present -s verbs She waits there at noon.
past tense -ed verbs She waited there yesterday.
progressive aspect -ing verbs She is waiting there now.
past participle -en, -ed verbs Jack has eaten the cookie.
Jack has tasted the cookies.
plural -s nouns The chairs are in the room.
possessive -'s, -s' nouns The chair's leg is broken.
The chairs' legs are broken.
comparative -er adjectives Jill is taller than Joe.
adverbs Joe runs faster than Jill.
superlative -est adjectives Ted is the tallest in his class.
adverbs Michael runs fastest of all.
(Mihalicek and Wilson (2011: 152))
1  Notice here that there are two notions in meaningful pieces; one is lexical, and the other is grammatical 
or functional.
2  At this point, students are introduced to the notion of "morpheme," which is the smallest unit in 
morphology.
3  "Just some light reading" (2016, Nov. 28), Grammarly, Retrieved December 30, 2017, from https://www.
facebook.com/grammarly/photos/a.158139670871698.33824.139729956046003/1417134838305502/?type=
3&theater.
4  Hijiyama Excellence has 12 skills as generic abilities, which were established in 2014.
